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Multiple proportion case-basing driven CBRE and its application in the evaluation of possible failure of firms 
Abstract. Case-based reasoning (CBR) is a unique tool for the evaluation of possible failure of firms (EOPFOF) for its eases of inter-
pretation and implementation. Ensemble computing, a variation of group decision in society, provides a potential means of improving 
predictive performance of CBR-based EOPFOF. This research aims to integrate bagging and proportion case-basing with CBR to gener-
ate a method of proportion bagging CBR for EOPFOF. Diverse multiple-case bases are firstly produced by multiple case-basing, in which 
a volume parameter is introduced to control the size of each case base. Then, the classic case retrieval algorithm is implemented to gener-
ate diverse member CBR predictors. Majority voting, the most frequently used mechanism in ensemble computing, is finally used to 
aggregate outputs of member CBR predictors in order to produce final prediction of the CBR ensemble. In an empirical experiment, we 
statistically validated the results of the CBR ensemble from multiple case bases by comparing them with those of multivariate discrimi-
nant analysis, logistic regression, classic CBR, the best member CBR predictor, and bagging CBR ensemble. The results from Chinese 
EOPFOF prior to 3 years ago indicate that the new CBR ensemble, which significantly improved CBR's predictive ability, outperformed 
all the comparative methods. 
Keywords: Evaluation of possible failure of firms (EOPFOF); case-based reasoning ensemble; multiple case-
basing; proportion bagging; nearest neighbor ensemble 
1 Introduction 
Case-based reasoning (CBR) is an easily interpretable and implementable methodology for problem-solving. 
The basic assumption of CBR is that similar cases have a similar outcome (Chang et al., 2006; Yankov, et al., 
2006; Beddoe and Petrovic, 2006; Liu et al., 2008; Lee 2008; Zhuang et al., 2009; Castro et al, 2009; Ahn and 
Kim 2009). Case base and reasoning process are important in the use of solutions of similar cases to solve the 
target case. According to Aamodt and Plaza (1994), CBR consists of case retrieval, case reuse, case revision and 
case retaining. CBR is an effective method in evaluation of possible failure of firms (EOPFOF), which refers to 
identifying failed firms from non-failed ones by constructing approaches or models on financial or non-financial 
information. EOPFOF is an effective tool in helping the people involved to make precise decisions in the current 
competitive environment. Thus, the issue of improving predictive performance of CBR in EOPFOF is critical. 
Case representation and case retrieval are two critical processes that determine output of CBR. The most com-
monly used algorithm for case retrieval is k nearest neighbor (kNN). In order to address the issue of making 
CBR more useful in EOPFOF, former researches have focused on researching into how to improve the predictive 
performance of CBR from the viewpoint of case retrieval (e.g., Li and Sun, 2008; Park and Han, 2002; Yip, 2004; 
Lin et al., 2009) and case representation (Li and Sun, 2010). It is of interest to investigate whether some alterna-
tive approaches are useful in helping CBR improve its performance. 
The generalization abilities of ensemble models could be better than those of single predictors (Zhou and Yu, 
2005). Bagging is one of the most easily implemented, widely used, classic and famous algorithms. This ap-
proach is used to generate various training datasets, with which member predictors are trained (Breiman, 1996), 
from an original dataset by bootstrap sampling with replacement. Lots of single predictive techniques, including: 
neural network and decision tree have been successfully aggregated with bagging to produce ensembles with a 
relatively higher performance. The so-called training datasets in ensemble refer to case bases in CBR. Thus, the 
use of multiple case bases generated by bagging is possible to produce diverse member CBR predictors, which is 
an alternative way of improving performance of CBR in EOPFOF. Skalak (1996), Bao and Ishii (2002) provided 
some evidence that ensembles of kNN generated better performance on some small datasets. An early integration 
on integration of the kNN algorithm with bagging indicated that bagging the kNN did not lead to increased accu-
racy on large datasets (Breiman, 1996; Alpaydin, 1997). The reason may be that the kNN algorithm is stable and 
errors made by individual kNN are highly correlated. For EOPFOF, both accuracy and the characteristic of ease 
of interpretation, explanation, and implementation are equally important. Thus, the issue that needs to be further 
addressed is the construction of a CBR ensemble model that can provide an accurate prediction of business fail-
ure as well as the ease of interpretation, explanation, and implementation. 
This research devotes an early investigation into the prediction of business failure with a CBR ensemble 
(CBRE) through the aggregation of CBR with bagging and proportional case-basing, whose method retains 
CBR's characteristic of ease of interpretation, explanation, and implementation when improving its predictive 
performance. It also makes bagging applicable to CBR with kNN at its heart by constructing diverse case bases. 
In order to produce diverse multiple case bases, we introduce a volume parameter to control the size of each case 
base. This parameter is integrated with the classic bagging algorithm to control volumes of multiple case bases, 
which is called proportion bagging. An empirical research was implemented to investigate how many random 
samples should be used to make up each case base of member CBR predictor for Chinese EOPFOF prior to 3 
years ago. The empirical research was also conducted to investigate whether or not the proportion bagging CBR 
ensemble is effective for EOPFOF in comparison to multivariate discriminate analysis (MDA), logistic regres-
sion (logit), the classic CBR, the best member CBR, and bagging CBR. This research is organized as follows. 
Section 2 presents a short review of the CBR and kNN ensembles. Section 3 outlines the CBR ensemble from 
the view of how to construct diverse multiple case bases for member CBR predictors. Section 4 designs the em-
pirical research to investigate the parameter range of proportion bagging and forecast Chinese business failure. 
Section 5 describes the results and gives some discussions. Section 6 presents conclusion and limitations. 
2 Related work 
In comparison with cautious focus on the CBR ensemble, numerous researches focusing on hybrid CBR and 
its applications. CBR is frequently combined with rule-based reasoning, fuzzy set, rough set, genetic algorithm 
and decision tree, among others, to solve real-world problems. For example, Chang et al., (2008a) developed a 
case-based evolutionary identification model for printed circuit board defect classification. The hybrid approach. 
consisting of the referential process from CBR and the rule-based process from rule-based reasoning, attempts to 
take advantage of and overcome the drawbacks of each method. In order to find more suitable cases from case 
bases, Chang et al., (2008b) integrated fuzzy theories with CBR to produce a more flexible and accurate similar-
ity model, and explored its potential application in sales forecasting in printed circuit board industries. Salamo & 
Lopez-Sanchez (2011) hybridized rough set approach with CBR for feature selection, where the rough set is 
supposed to help CBR manage imprecise, uncertain and redundant data. Ahn and Kim (2009) simultaneously 
optimized feature weighting and instance selection for CBR with genetic algorithm when solving the problem of 
bankruptcy prediction. The hybrid CBR is capable of improving its predictive performance by referencing more 
relevant cases. Fan et al., (2011) developed a hybrid model by combining CBR with a fuzzy decision tree to 
classify medical data. Empirical results indicate that the hybrid model produced the best performance in medical 
data classification. 
Though the CBR ensemble is cautiously researched, some pioneer research provides useful knowledge. Up 
until now, three schemes have been successfully proposed in the CBR or kNN ensembles, which include: the 
generation of data subsets, the generation of feature subsets, and the generation of distance functions. The first 
scheme refers to the use of diverse training datasets to generate member predictors in CBR or kNN ensemble. 
Skalak (1996) and Bao and Ishii (2002) provided some evidence that the use of sample selection in generating 
member kNN predictors is supposed to improve the predictive performance of the ensemble in comparison with 
the single nearest neighbor predictors. The second scheme refers to generating individual kNN predictors with 
diverse feature subsets. The employment of diverse feature subsets is supposed to make the kNN unstable, since 
the CBR with kNN is sensitive to features (Pal and Shiu, 2004). Bay (1998) constructed a kNN ensemble by 
generating member kNN predictors on top of randomly generated subsets of original features and demonstrated 
performance improvement. Cunningham and Zenobi (2001) generated member kNN predictors from different 
feature subsets, with the claim that this treatment helped the CBR ensemble produce a better predictive perform-
ance. Okun and Priisalu (2005) used multiple viewpoints with different features in ensembles of kNN algorithms, 
with the demonstration that the combination produced promising results. The third scheme refers to the genera-
tion of member predictors from the use of diverse distance functions. The commonly used distance function in 
kNN is Euclidean distance. This function is a specific form of Minkowsky distance. Thus, generation of diverse 
distance functions is supposed to provide an alternative for kNN ensemble. Bao et al. (2004) constructed a kNN 
ensemble by founding it on member predictors that have access to distance functions. Zhou and Yu (2005) 
adapted bagging to kNN algorithms by perturbing datasets and distance functions. A variation in using diverse 
distance functions in the CBR ensemble with kNN as the heart is to use diverse case retrieval techniques. Li and 
Sun (2009) used four different techniques to implement case retrieval and then constructed the CBR ensemble, 
with results indicating that the ensemble provided a more dominating performance. The use of the classic kNN 
algorithm in the ensemble, some variations of the algorithm are also useful. Altincay (2007) combined the fea-
ture sub-spacing treatment with an evidential kNN algorithm in the construction of the kNN ensemble, with the 
result showing that an improved accuracy was obtained. 
From the above review we find that there is both positive and negative evidence on the construction of the 
CBR ensemble with kNN as the heart of diverse sample sets. Boosting, another famous ensemble algorithm, was 
successfully integrated with kNN to construct an effective ensemble (Garcia-Pedrajas and Ortiz-Boyer 2009), 
and was successfully applied to forecast business failure (Cortes et al. 2007, 2008; West et al. 2005). On the 
other hand, the combination of bagging with the CBR remains undemonstrated in its effectiveness and feasibility 
in achieving better performance in EOPFOF. Whether or not these two approaches can be combined to success-
fully improve CBR's predictive ability in EOPFOF is of interest. A complex combining scheme of ensemble 
makes the CBR lose the characteristic of ease of interpretation, explanation, and implementation for business 
problems. The relatively low accuracy of the CBR makes its characteristic of making predictions as well sugges-
tions unappealing. Thus, how to improve the CBR's predictive performance without losing its unique characteris-
tics is very important and valuable. The construction of the CBR ensemble from the viewpoint of the case base 
issue has seldom been researched in both areas of EOPFOF and CBR, which needs to be investigated. 
3 The CBR Ensemble for EOPFOF from Multiple Case Bases 
3.1 Proposal of the CBR ensemble from case base issue 
The case base and reasoning are two fundamental issues in CBR. The reasoning processes are founded on the 
case base. The so-called case base refers to historical cases related to a specific problem, which is EOPFOF in 
this research. Various CBR predictors are generated from one case base by using different reasoning techniques, 
e.g., different retrieval techniques, or by using different forms of one technique, e.g., different kNN algorithms 
or different case representations, both of which has been studied before. The use of different case bases has the 
potential ability to produce diverse CBR predictors, which has seldom been explored in the area of EOPFOF and 
CBR. Since the case base is the foundation of the reasoning process, research into how to produce diverse case 
bases could not only help the CBR produce a better predictive performance, but also help the current techniques 
do a better work in ensemble. 
The so-called bagging provides a potential way of constructing diverse multiple case bases for CBR. Bagging 
refers to re-sampling a training dataset to create diverse predictors, which are further combined. The resampling 
process is implemented both with or without replacement. Bagging is implemented by resampling with replace-
ment. The volume of samples in bagging is set as the same as that of original training dataset. Once the member 
predictors have been trained, their predictions should be aggregated by voting for symbolic ones. The diversity 
that is necessary to carry out ensemble work is generated by using different training datasets. In order to carry 
out bagging work in ensemble, base classifiers should be unstable. However, CBR with kNN as the heart is sta-
ble. Thus, it is valuable to investigate how to help the CBR become unstable in ensemble computing. 
According to the architecture of CBR, case base is a critical component. It is possible to make the reasoning 
technique produce different results by creating different case bases. The CBR is an imitation of human beings' 
actions in real life. Human beings make their decisions according to their experience. If the experience of two 
people are different, it is possible and reasonable that decisions of the two people will be different. This phe-
nomenon is the reason why group decision should be widely used in society and why ensemble computing is 
useful. Thus, in order to make the CBR with kNN produce diverse member predictors, a potential alternative is 
to create different experienced bases for each member CBR. The control of sample volume in the resampling 
process of bagging is useful in creating diverse case bases. 
3.2 Multiple case-basing for EOPFOF with the CBR ensemble 
Only three Rs of the R4 model are useful in EOPFOF, i.e., retrieval, reuse and retaining, if parameters are pre-
determined. When the idea of ensemble is introduced into a CBR-based EOPFOF, the R3 model should be fur-
ther revised and developed. Notice that the R of revision is added into lifecycle model when the CBR is used to 
solve other tasks other than EOPFOF. In this research, we introduce the basic idea of bagging with proportion 
case-basing to create diverse case bases. Based on these multiple case bases, the algorithms of retrieval and reuse 
are implemented to generate diverse member CBR predictors. Then, the outputs of these member predictors are 
integrated to produce the final prediction. Thus, the R3 model is revised as the M3-E-R model, i.e., multi-case-
basing, multi-case-retrievals, multi-case-reuses, ensemble and case retain, when bagging is introduced into 
CBR's lifecycle from the viewpoint of case base. The M3-E-R lifecycle model of the CBR ensemble is illustrated 
in Fig. 1. 
Figure 1 here. 
The assumption in the CBR-based EOPFOF is that similar sample companies are used to predict target com-
panies' business states, i.e., failure or non-failure. Traditionally, a single CBR predictor is used to make the pre-
diction. The abundant use of group decision in society provides a potential way of improving this assumption. 
The probability value of a majority voters being correct is larger than that of each voter when the probability 
value of each voter being correct is larger than 0.5 (Dietterich, 2000). Assuming we have 3 member predictors: 
\pupo,p^\ for a new case x. If the error rates produced by the three member predictors are uncorrelated, then j72(x) 
and p^(x) may be right when p±(x) is wrong. A majority vote of the three member predictors will correctly pre-
dict x. Thus, the assumption of EOPFOF with the CBR ensemble is that the majority of predictions from each 
single CBR predictor is used to label the business states of target companies. Under this assumption, the M3-E-R 
model is illustrated as follows: 
• For the task of EOPFOF, initial samples and features should firstly be collected and selected. The case 
base is made up of experienced cases represented by significant features. The case representation issue in 
the traditional lifecycle of the CBR does not change in this scheme. This process is still a critical issue in 
the M3-E-R model. When it is necessary to add the new target company into the case base, the process of 
case retaining takes place. This process is also the same as the traditional one. 
• The only factor that makes the traditional R3 model for EOPFOF different is the introduction of bagging. 
All changes in the lifecycle model relate to the introduction of bagging with original case base. The aim 
of multiple case-basing by bagging is to generate diverse case sub-bases, each of which holds some dif-
ferent proportion of unique experienced cases. The volume of each case base for the member CBR pre-
dictors is the same. These multiple case bases are the foundation of diverse and accurate member CBR 
predictors. Both diversity and accuracy of CBR predictors are a product of this scheme. 
• On the foundation of various multiple case bases, the algorithms of case retrieval and case reuse are im-
plemented, which are the kNN algorithm and majority voting respectively. Thus, various member CBR 
predictors implement independent retrievals of similar cases and make independent predictions by reus-
ing solutions of similar cases. This is known as case multi-retrievals and case multi-reuses in the M3-E-R 
model. One can use several other algorithms of case retrieval and case reuse in further research. 
• The predictions of the member CBR predictors generated on top of diverse multiple case bases are com-
bined to produce the final prediction. This process is called the ensemble of member CBR predictors in 
the M3-E-R model. The combining scheme is majority voting according to bagging. 
3.3 Control of volume in each case base 
When introducing bagging to produce multiple case bases, the volume of each case base should be determined. 
Assuming that the number of samples in the original training dataset is expressed as M. Let Mt express the vol-
ume value of the ¿th resampled case base. The bagging proportion, i.e., BP, is defined as follows. 
BPi=^e(0,\], (1) 
M 
Bagging produces resampling datasets with the volume value being the same as the original training dataset, i.e., 
Mt=M. However, we use the parameter of BP to control the volume of each case base. Thus, we have called the 
revised bagging algorithm the proportion bagging for the case base issue of CBR ensemble. All multiple case 
bases have the same volume, i.e., Mi=M2=.. .=M¡=.. .=ML. The algorithm is illustrated as follows. 
PROPORTION BAGGING FOR THE CASE BASE ISSUE 
Training phase 
1). Initialize the parameters 
• D=[], expressing the CBR ensemble 
• L, expressing the number of member CBR predictors to train. 
2). For/ = 1:1: L 
• Take a bootstrap sample S¡, i.e., the ith case base of the ¿th member CBR predictor, from CB, i.e., the ini-
tial case base, with replacement; each of the multiple case bases has ceil (BPiXM) samples, ceil ( ) is 
function that rounds the elements in ( ) to the nearest integers towards infinity. 
• Create a member CBR predictor D¡ on top of S¡ 
• Add the member CBR predictor to the current ensemble, D=DU D;. 
3). Return D. 
Prediction phase 
4). RunDu ...,DLon the target sample company, TC 
5). The class with the maximum number of votes is used to label TC. 
Consider the following illustration with three Ss, i.e., case sub-bases from the initial case base CB. Each of the 
three case sub-bases is generated by randomly retrieving (BPjXM) samples from the CB. Assume that the Case 
Sub-base A consists of the first 10 cases. The Case Sub-base B consists of the last 10 cases, and the Case Sub-
base C consists of case 3-12. Then, three CBR modulars are generated on the three Case Sub-bases. In each CBR 
modular, the labels of the most similar cases are used to generate a prediction of the unknown case. For example, 
if there are 6 cases with the label 1 and 4 cases with the label -1 in the CBR modular A, the output of the modu-
lar is 1. 
According to the M3-E-R model and algorithm of proportion bagging, the structure of the CBR ensemble 
based on multiple case bases generated by proportion bagging is illustrated as Fig. 2. 
Figure 2 here. 
3.4 Multiple case retrievals, multiple case reuses and ensemble 
All the other mechanisms of the classic CBR remain unchanged except that bagging is revised to be propor-
tion bagging and introduced to produce diverse multiple case bases. For each member CBR predictor, the classic 
RA model or the R3 model for EOPFOF is implementable. The key issue in multiple case retrievals is to calculate 
similarity between a pair of cases, e.g., ca and cb in each member CBR predictor independently. The value of this 
similarity is revised from Euclidean distance, which is illustrated as follows. 
Sim(ca, cb) = / (EuclideanDis(ca, cb)), (2) 
Multiple case reuses are used to make predictions within each member CBR predictor by simply voting for k 
nearest neighbors independently. This scheme is expressed as follows. 
prediction{D¡) = sign(^label{nearestneighborki)), /^) 
k 
Where prediction ( ) means the precision of the ith member CBR predictor, sign ( ) is a function which only re-
turns a -1 or +1, label() is a function that returns labels of the nearest neighbors. This voting scheme is also used 
in aggregating the results of all member CBR predictors in ensemble process, that is, 
prediction{D ) = signi^labeliDJ), /¿n 
/ 
Consider an illustration with three CBRs, namely: A, B, and C. The most similar case sets from CBRs A,B, and 
C are, respectively, represented by Case set A, Case set B, and Case set C. All three case sets are used to label 
the unknown Case D independently. Then the labels are integrated to generate a final result. If the outputs of 
CBR A and CBR B are 1, and the output of Case C is -1, then the label of Case D generated by the ensemble 
system will be 1. The CBR ensemble from multiple case-basing assumes that the random proportion case-basing 
process is able to generate diverse case bases from all available samples. These diverse case bases are supposed 
to help CBR generate specific diverse predictive modules. Finally, the integration of outputs of diverse predic-
tive modules will make more accurate prediction. Thus, the parameter of BP is important in assuring diverse case 
bases. 
4 Empirical Design 
The objective of this empirical research is twofold. One is to investigate empirically an appropriate parameter 
range of multiple case-basing with proportion bagging, i.e., BP, in Chinese EOPFOF prior to 3 years ago. The 
other one is to investigate whether the CBR ensemble from multiple case bases can be successfully used in 
EOPFOF of China. 
4.1 Design of data analysis 
We used total predictive accuracy as the assessment. Multiple splits of a dataset into a training and validating 
sets or a training and a testing sets was used to produce a series of accuracies, with which statistical techniques 
were further used to assess the predictive performance. Since feature selection methods were used to help repre-
sent the data, and parameter optimization was used to help CBR produce better performance, it is more reason-
able to implement the feature selection and parameter optimization approaches on data seen and then assess the 
model performance on unseen data. When optimizing a method, more samples are supposed to be used. Thus, 
the whole available dataset was split into two parts (70% and 30%). The first part was used as a seen dataset. 
Feature selection and parameter optimization were implemented on the seen data. All of the seen data was used 
in feature selection. 30% of the seen data was used as validating set in parameter optimization, and the split was 
repeated many times. The other part was used as unseen data to assess model performance. In order to make the 
assessment significant in statistic, 30%, 50%, 70% of the unseen data was used respectively to assess the 
model's performance. This treatment was repeated 200 times. Thus, 200 observed results on various models 
were generated. Statistical indices of mean accuracy, minimum accuracy, maximum accuracy, median accuracy, 
standard deviation (SD), and range were generated from all observations. These statistical indices were used to 
discuss predictive performances of methods. The integration of discussions on the three different data splits was 
used to produce the final assessment. 
4.2 Data collection and representation 
Business failure in China is defined as two consecutive years' negative net profit. Non-failed samples are de-
fined as those companies which have never been specially treated. 320 non-failed samples were randomly paired 
with 320 failed-samples in the period of 2001-2010. The dataset was for prediction prior to 3 years ago. Pub-
lished statements, including: income statement, balance sheet, and stock information from the stock exchange 
were used to calculate financial ratios, which were used to represent cases. 24 features, which are significant in 
identifying failed samples from non-failed ones from the perspective of ANOVA (Analysis of Variance), were 
used as initial features. Stepwise MDA was further used to filter significant ratios in EOPFOF. The procedure of 
the use of MDA to select feature is as follows. Firstly, all variables were assessed and ranked on their contribu-
tions in helping the MDA make prediction. The most important feature was selected. Then, the most important 
one in the remaining features was added one-by-one each time to generate various feature subsets. Performances 
of MDA on these feature subsets were assessed. Finally, the feature subset that helped the MDA produce the best 
performance was used. Features used to represent the cases are illustrated in Table 1. All data values were scaled 
into the range of [0,1] by min-max normalization. 
Table 1 here. 
4.3 Experimental settings 
The number of nearest neighbors, i.e., k, was set as 5. The number of total member CBR predictors, i.e., L, 
was set as 10 according to the setting in classic bagging algorithm (Quinlan, 1996). In order to find an appropri-
ate range of BP, this parameter was searched in the range of [0.1:1] with the step of 0.1 by using grid-search 
technique on the seen dataset. 
5 Results and discussion 
5.1 The range of BP and corresponding performances 
In order to make the CBR ensemble with multiple case bases work well, feasible range of the parameter of 
proportion bagging for case base issue, i.e., BP, should be investigated empirically. The classic bagging algo-
rithm is a specific form of proportion bagging with the setting of BP =1. The results of the search of appropriate 
values of BP are illustrated as Fig. 3. 
Figure 3 here. 
From Fig. 3 we see that the CBR ensemble from multiple case bases with proportion bagging produced the 
best performance in case representation by MDA features when the value of BP is 0.5. This performance is fol-
lowed by those with BP values as 0.9, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.3 in descending sequence. This finding means that the ap-
propriate range of BP for the CBR ensemble with MDA features is [0.3:0.6, 0.9]. This finding means that vol-
umes of all multiple case bases can be controlled as 50% of the volume of original case base. This setting of BP, 
i.e., 0.5, was used in the following experiment. 
Figs. 3 also indicates that predictive performance of the CBR ensemble with the BP value of 1, i.e., CBR en-
semble from multiple case bases with bagging, produced the worst performance, i.e., 75.39%. This finding indi-
cates that the classic bagging is the least effective and feasible process in the creation of multiple case bases for 
CBR ensemble with kNN as the heart. Meanwhile, this result again demonstrates the necessity and feasibility of 
using a volume parameter in bagging, i.e., BP, to control the size of multiple case bases for member CBR predic-
tors. This finding also indicates that the use of proportion bagging to produce multiple case bases in the construc-
tion of the CBR ensemble is reasonable and necessary. The result supports the treatment of introducing a volume 
parameter to control the size of each of the multiple case bases. The CBR ensemble is supposed to produce a 
more accurate performance by using this volume parameter. 
5.2 Predictive performances of the CBR ensemble and comparative models 
With the BP value set as 0.5, the performance of the CBR ensemble based on multiple case bases under pro-
portion bagging is compared with those of the MDA, Logit, the classic CBR and its best member predictor. The 
results of predictive performances of comparative methods are presented from the six statistics, i.e., mean, me-
dian, s.d., minimum, maximum, and range, as shown in Tables 2-4. Paired-samples t test was used to test the 
four hypotheses. Table 5 shows the results of significance test according to the hypotheses. 
Tables 2-5 here. 
From Table 2 we find that the CBR ensemble base on multiple case bases under proportion bagging with 
5P=0.5 and the proportion of training and testing sets as 70%:30% produced the largest value of mean accura-
cies, i.e., 77.78%. This value is better than those of the MDA, Logit, CBR and its best member predictor, respec-
tively, by 1.21, 2.18, 0.76, and 4.03 in absolute value. This finding means that the CBR ensemble under propor-
tion bagging can reduce error rates of comparative methods, respectively, by 5.16%, 8.93%, 3.31%, and 15.35%. 
Thus, in terms of mean accuracy, the CBR ensemble is better than all the comparative methods in Chinese 
EOPFOF prior to 3 years ago. From Table 3 we find that the CBR ensemble with BP as 0.5 and the proportion of 
training and testing sets as 50%:50% produced the largest value of mean accuracy, i.e., 77.05%. This value is 
better than those of MDA, Logit, CBR, and its best member predictor, respectively, by 1.10, 2.16, 0.68, and 4.11 
in absolute value. The CBR ensemble based on multiple case bases under proportion bagging reduced error rates 
of comparative methods, respectively, by 4.57%, 8.60%, 2.88%, and 15.19%. In terms of mean accuracy, the 
CBR ensemble is better than comparative methods for Chinese EOPFOF prior to 3 years ago. From Table 4 we 
find that the CBR ensemble with BP as 0.5 and the proportion of training and testing sets as 30%:70% produced 
the second best value of mean accuracy, i.e., 74.49%. This value is superior to those of all the comparative me-
thods, respectively, by 0.16, 1.24, and 4.43, except for the CBR. The CBR produced the best performance, i.e., 
74.58%. This result indicates that the CBR ensemble reduced the error rates of corresponding comparative meth-
ods, respectively, by 0.62%, 4.64%, and 14.80%. This finding means that all the comparative methods are at 
least not better than the CBR ensemble in terms of mean accuracy. We also find that MDA produced a little bet-
ter performance than logit. The logit model is transferred from MDA. Assuming that the discriminating function 
is expressed by f(x), where x is a vector. The logit function is transferred from MDA by l/Tl+exp(-/(x))l. The 
transfer did not achieve accuracy improvement for the application problem. 
5.3 Significance test and analysis 
In order to find whether or not there are significant differences between the CBR ensemble from multiple case 
bases and each comparative model in Chinese EOPFOF, paired-samples t test was used. If the hypothesis that no 
significant difference exists between each pair of compared models is rejected, we conclude that significant dif-
ference exists. Hypotheses in the null forms are presented as follows: 
• Hi: Performance of the CBR ensemble is not significantly different from that of the classic CBR. 
• H2: Performance of the CBR ensemble is not significantly different from that of the MDA. 
• H3: Performance of the CBR ensemble is not significantly different from that of Logit. 
• H4: Performance of the CBR ensemble is not significantly different from that of the best member. 
From results of significance test, i.e., Table 5, we find that all the four hypotheses are rejected in the mull 
forms on the three case representations, except that HLand H3 are accepted with results produced through the use 
of 70% of the unseen dataset as the testing set. The significant levels are all 1%. This result means that the CBR 
ensemble based on multiple case bases under proportion bagging is significantly better than the MDA, Logit, and 
its best member CBR predictor on the whole. For the condition that H^and H3 are accepted, it means that the 
CBR ensemble is as good as MDA and the classic CBR when 70% of the unseen dataset was used as the testing 
set. However, the CBR ensemble is more dominating than MDA and the classic CBR in terms of the three types 
of data splits. This assertion is supported by Table 6, which is a voting conclusion from empirical results of the 
three types of experiment. From Table 6 we find that voting results of various predictive methods on experi-
ments of the three types of data split indicate that the CBR ensemble based on multiple case bases under propor-
tion bagging is significantly better than the MDA, Logit, the classic CBR, its best member CBR predictor in 
terms of predictive performances of Chinese EOPFOF prior to 3 years ago. 
Table 6 here. 
In general, we can assert that the CBR ensemble based on multiple case bases under proportion bagging with 
BP value as 0.5 can produce a significantly better performance than the MDA, Logit, CBR and its best member 
predictor from the views of the three types of data splits, i.e., the proportion of training set and testing set from 
unseen data, respectively, as 70%:30%, 50%:50%, and 30%:70%. The dominating performance of the CBR en-
semble attributes to the introduction of a volume parameter to bagging and the use of this revised algorithm to 
generate diverse multiple case bases for all member CBR predictors. Thus, diverse and accurate member CBR 
predictors are produced, on top of which, an ensemble of CBR is generated. The CBR ensemble based on multi-
ple case bases from this scheme not only produces more dominating performance than CBR ensemble under 
bagging, but also is superior to its best member CBR predictor, the classic CBR and the two famous statistical 
methods of MDA and Logit. These results demonstrate the effectiveness and feasibility of our proposal to con-
struct the CBR ensemble for EOPFOF. This research presents a new perspective into improving the CBR's pre-
dictive performance by focusing on the case base issue. We obtained the objective of improving the CBR's pre-
dictive performance by using techniques in the case base. 
5.4 Implication and contribution 
The implications of this research are three-fold. 1) The results of this research indicate that the CBR ensemble 
from multiple case bases has the potential of improving the predictive performance of business failure. Former 
research into the CBR or CBR-based EOPFOF chiefly focuses on optimizing the single CBR to improve its per-
formance. They seldom attempt to integrate ensemble computing with the CBR to generate a new type of meth-
odology from the perspective of its lifecycle model. This research made an early investigation into the integra-
tion of ensemble computing with the RA lifecycle model of the CBR and applied the new type of CBR methodol-
ogy in forecasting business failure in China. It implicates that group decision of the CBR can take advantage of 
different techniques, and provides a reference for further research into the CBR ensemble. A new topic in areas 
of EOPFOF and the CBR emerges. 2) Previous research indicates that combination of bagging with kNN is not 
very useful in improving predictive performance. This research attempts to introduce a volume parameter into 
bagging to control the size of each case base of member predictors. This mechanism makes the CBR with kNN 
as the heart unstable by building up diverse case bases. It is a feasible way of helping build up more accurate 
CBR predictors with kNN as the heart by proportion bagging. 3) The practice implication is that multiple CBR 
methodology is more effective than single CBR in helping people predict business failure. This finding recom-
mends practitioners to take into consideration of various expertises in order to make more precise decisions. 
Thus, the group decision of multiple techniques is a valuable topic in terms of both theory and practice, and it 
should be researched together with ensemble computing. 
Contributions of this research are three-fold. 1) The theory contribution for the CBR is early research to build 
up the CBR ensemble from the case base. The ensamble of multiple CBR predictors from multiple case bases is 
capable of taking advantage of member predictors, which is supposed to help the CBR become more applicable. 
2) The theory contribution for bagging is the introduction of the volume control parameter which makes bagging 
more applicable. Bagging can be effectively integrated with the CBR with kNN as the heart to solve classifica-
tion or prediction problems. 3) The application contribution is early research into solving the problem of 
EOPFOF together with the integration of bagging, proportion case-basing and CBR. It provides an effective 
alternative for EOPFOF. 
6 Conclusion and Limitations 
The conclusion of this research is that the CBR ensemble based on multiple case bases under proportion bag-
ging is able to provide dominating predictive performance in Chinese EOPFOF prior to 3 years ago. The attempt 
at improving CBR's predictive performance by ensemble from case base issues is achieved. This scheme of in-
troducing a parameter to control the volume of each case base of member CBR predictors is effective and feasi-
ble in ensuring that member predictors can produce diverse and accurate performances. The result of this CBR 
ensemble is significantly better than that from the CBR ensemble with bagging, MDA, Logit, single CBR, and 
the best member CBR predictor. We used three types of data splits to support this experiment, namely: the use of 
30%, 50%, and 70% of unseen data as testing set. Thus, the scheme was demonstrated to be effective and feasi-
ble in combing bagging with the CBR. This scheme made CBR retain the characteristic of interpretation, and 
obtain an improvement in predictive performance. Consequently, the CBR methodology will play a more impor-
tant role in forecasting business failure. 
This research has the following limitations, on which further investigations should focus. This research con-
centrates on the prediction of business failure in China, since China is one of the most quickly developing coun-
tries in the world. Many companies in western developed countries have set up manufacturing factories in China. 
Thus, the study of failure possibility evaluation of firms in China is of interest to both Chinese people and west-
ern people. The conclusion of this research is that integration of CBR with ensemble learning has the potential to 
improve the predictive performance of business failure. This method has the potential to help predict western 
business failure. Further research should be carried out to demonstrate the effectiveness and feasibility of this 
new CBR ensemble from multiple case bases under proportion bagging with data collected from western coun-
tries for EOPFOF. What needs to be done includes: the collection of a dataset, the selection of significant finan-
cial ratios, and the optimization of the method for western EOPFOF. In order to implement cross-cultural re-
search, it is valuable to collect some western datasets for this task in the following work. The investigation on the 
use of this CBR ensemble in tackling similar problems is also valuable, e.g., credit scoring, pattern recognition. 
This research has demonstrated the effectiveness and feasibility of focusing on the case base when constructing 
the CBR ensemble. Further research can also be carried out to explore the CBR ensemble from other aspects. 
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Table 1. Three case representations for Chinese EOPFOF 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
Feature name 
Working capital ratio 
Capital intensity 
Total asset turnover 
Equity to liabilities 
Return of assets 
Net income on total assets 
Operating income to EBT 
Earning per share 
Net asset per share 
Price per book value 
Operating income per share 
Price-to-sales ratio 
Retained earnings to assets 
Profitability ratio per share 
Market value 
Tobin's Q 
Book-to-market ratio 
Surplus reserves per share 
Inappropriate profit per share 
Retained earnings per share 
Net cash flow from operating activities to total assets 
Net cash flow from operating activities per share 
Net cash flow from investment activities per share 
Net cash flow per share 
Case representation using MDA features 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Table 2. Statistics of predictive performances with the proportion of training set and testing set as 70% to 30% 
Methods 
Comparative 
methods 
The best member 
The CBR Ensemble 
MDA 
Logit 
CBR 
The 10tñ member 
CBRE 
Mean 
76.57 
75.60 
77.02 
73.75 
77.78 
Median 
76.67 
75.00 
76.67 
75.00 
78.33 
SD 
4.81 
5.14 
4.54 
5.44 
4.59 
Minimum 
65.00 
61.67 
63.33 
56.67 
65.00 
Maximum 
88.33 
88.33 
88.33 
86.67 
90.00 
Range 
23.33 
26.67 
25.00 
30.00 
25.00 
Table 3. Statistics of predictive performances with the proportion of training set and testing set as 50% to 50% 
Methods 
Comparative 
methods 
The best member 
The CBR Ensemble 
MDA 
Logit 
CBR 
The 7tt member 
CBRE 
Mean 
75.95 
74.89 
76.37 
72.94 
77.05 
Median 
76.00 
75.00 
77.00 
73.00 
77.00 
SD 
3.66 
3.50 
3.24 
4.86 
3.61 
Minimum 
66.00 
63.00 
68.00 
48.00 
65.00 
Maximum 
84.00 
84.00 
85.00 
83.00 
85.00 
Range 
18.00 
21.00 
17.00 
35.00 
20.00 
Table 4. Statistics of predictive performances with the proportion of training set and testing set as 30% to 70% 
Methods 
Comparative 
methods 
The best member 
The CBR Ensemble 
MDA 
Logit 
CBR 
The 3rd member 
CBRE 
Mean 
74.33 
73.25 
74.58 
70.06 
74.49 
Median 
74.29 
73.57 
75.00 
70.71 
k. 75.00 
SD 
3.24 
3.37 
3.40 
5.84 
4.07 
Minimum 
65.00 
64.29 
58.57 
49.29 
63.57 
Maximum 
82.14 
80.71 
82.86 
80.71 
82.86 
Range 
17.14 
16.43 
24.29 
31.43 
19.29 
Table 5. Results of significance test 
Proportion of training set to testing 
set 
70%:30% 
50%:50% 
30%:70% 
Methods 
CBRE 
MDA 
CBRE 
Logit 
CBRE 
CBR 
CBRE 
The best member 
CBR 
CBRE 
MDA 
CBRE 
Logit 
CBRE 
CBR 
CBRE 
The best member 
CBR 
CBRE 
MDA 
CBRE 
Logit 
CBRE 
CBR 
CBRE 
The best member 
CBR 
Mean 
77.78 
76.57 
77.78 
75.60 
77.78 
77.02 
77.78 
73.75 
77.05 
75.95 
77.05 
74.89 
77.05 
76.37 
77.05 
72.94 
74.49 
74.33 
74.49 
73.25 
74.49 
74.58 
74.49 
70.06 
t statistic and p 
value 
3.732(0.000)*** 
6.065(0.000)*** 
2.701(0.008)*** 
10.448(0.000)*** 
4.091(0.000)*** 
7.516(0.000)*** 
2.733(0.007)*** 
11.826(0.000)*** 
0.446(0.656) 
3.521(0.000)*** 
-0.338(0.736) 
9.662(0.000)*** 
Significant 
level 
1% 
1% 
1% 
1% 
1% 
1% 
1% 
1% 
-
1% 
-
1% 
Hypothesis 
Reject Hi 
Reject H2 
Reject H3 
Reject H4 
Reject H : 
Reject H2 
Reject H3 
Reject H4 
Accept Hi 
Reject H2 
Accept H3 
Reject H4 
Table 6. Voting results from the three types of data split 
Method 
MDA 
Logit 
CBR 
The best member CBR 
Training set to testing set 
70%:30% 
50%:50% 
30%:70% 
70%:30% 
50%:50% 
30%:70% 
70%:30% 
50%:50% 
30%:70% 
70%:30% 
50%:50% 
30%:70% 
The feature-bagging-based CBR ensemble 
CBRE is significantly BETTER 
CBRE is significantly BETTER 
CBRE is AS GOOD AS the method 
CBRE is significantly BETTER 
CBRE is significantly BETTER 
CBRE is significantly BETTER 
CBRE is significantly BETTER 
CBRE is significantly BETTER 
CBRE is AS GOOD AS the method 
CBRE is significantly BETTER 
CBRE is significantly BETTER 
CBRE is significantly BETTER 
Voting result 
CBRE is BETTER 
CBRE is BETTER 
CBRE is BETTER 
CBRE is BETTER 
